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Complete Automotive Detailing Service
Complete Automotive Detailing Service

Hours:
Monday - Friday 8-5

Saturday 8-4
Buff N Shine respectfully asks that you remove all personal belongings 

before dropping off your vehicle for any service. Buff N Shine will not be 
held responsible for missing or lost items.

“ Your car is a reflection of you,
let us make you shine”

Monday - Friday 8 - 5
Saturday 8 - 4

*Shuttle Service Available*



STANDARD
           SERVICES
Wash & Dry
Includes rims, tires and wheel wells.

Wash, Vacuum Windows*
Includes exterior wash & dry, rims tires and 
wheel wells, all windows inside and out, 
cleaning of dashboard.

Interior Shampoo*
This service includes the full extraction of the 
carpets, seats and floor mats of the vehicle. 
The Hot water extraction uses a high pressure 
shampoo, vacuum and rinse.

Wash, Vacuum, Windows 
& Shampoo
Includes exterior wash, rims tires and wheel 
wells, all windows inside and out, cleaning of 
dashboard, shampoo of seats and carpets.

Headlight Lens Restoration
Includes a 3 stage buffing process that will 
result in a clear fully illuminating headlight 
lens. This will restore almost 100% of the 
headlights brightness.

$19.95

$29.95

$69.95

$99.95

$59.95

} EXECUTIVE                                                                                                                                             
          SERVICES

ADDITIONAL                                                                                                                                            
          SERVICES

SPECIALTY                                                                                                                                             
             CARE

Hand Wax
Includes vehicle wash and dry, removal of
bugs and tar. Application of a paste wax by
hand and removed with a micro fiber shammy.

Executive Interior Detail*
Includes vacuum of interior and trunk, 
shampoo interior (seats and carpets), detail 
cleaning of dashboard, instrument cluster and 
center console, side panels and doors and 
windows. Complimentary exterior wash and 
dry, wheels, rims and wheel wells. 

Executive Interior/Exterior Detail*

Includes exterior wash and dry, wheels, rims
and wheel wells. Removal of bugs and tar, vinyl
detail and an exterior hand wax. Vacuum of
interior and trunk, shampoo interior (seats and
carpets), detail cleaning of dashboard, 
instrument cluster and center console, side 
panels, doors and windows.

Simoniz Fabric Guard
Includes vehicle vacuum and extraction if 
necessary. Application of Simoniz Fabric 
Protector.

Exterior Buffing of Specific Areas 
(Spot Buff) - Pricing per Vehicle
Includes a Vehicle Wash and Dry with removal 
of bugs and tar of buffing area. Area is buffed 
with 2 separate compounds and polished.

Full Vehicle Buff - Pricing per Vehicle
Includes a Vehicle Wash and Dry with removal 
of bugs and tar. Vehicle is buffed with 2 
separate compounds and polished.

Headlight Lens Restoration
Scratch & Dent Repair
Bumper Restoration

Leather or Upholstery Repair
Carpet Dying

$69.95 $39.95

$149.95

$199

} }

}

* Dog hair or 7 passenger vehicle $30 extra
Gift Certificates Available

(603) 357-0808 ex. 274


